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the bot bag

This bag is a classic flat shape and features detailed handles and a
hidden lining pocket. The optional robot and bolt appliques finish off the
whole techie look.

difficulty :

makes :

The bag itself is very simple, though the straps might be
a little tricky.

materials

one bag that measures 16” wide
and 14” tall

& tools

• 2/3 yd. of medium to heavyweight
fabric for main bag (canvas or denim
would be perfect – I used printed
canvas)
• ¼ yd. of medium to heavyweight
contrast fabric for top (canvas or
twill would be perfect – I used plain
canvas)
• 2/3 yd. of lightweight fabric for lining
(I used quilting cotton)

• Complementing fabric paint for the
robot motifs OR:
• Appliqué supplies:
• 12” x 12” scrap of appliqué fabric
(cotton, felt, etc. – I used vinyl)
• 12” x 12” scrap of light or heavy
duty fusible web
• Matching sewing thread
• Basic sewing tools (sewing machine,
scissors, iron, needles, pins, fabric
marker, seam ripper)

before you begin :
1. Print out the project pattern, pages
8-16
2. Assemble the printed pattern pieces
3. Lay out the pattern pieces on your
fabric and cut them out
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4. Mark the fabric pieces with the guidelines from the pattern
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Before we jump into the
rest of the bag, the first
thing to do is apply the
robot motifs. If you’d like to
paint them on, prepare some
freezer paper and see the *tutorial I wrote for it*. But I opted for
appliqué since I had some white
vinyl that I thought matched the
look I was going for. I fused some
lightweight fusible web to it,
fused it to the bag following the
pattern guidelines, then stitched
the vinyl in place with a straight
stitch.
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Putting together the rest
of the bag is easy peasy.
Simply line up the upper
edge of the bag bottom
with the lower edge of the
bag top. You’ll know you have it
right when you’re able to match
up the single notches from
the fabric pieces. Sew these in
place and press the seam open.
When you have that done you’ll
want to repeat this with your
remaining bag bottom and top
pieces that make up the back of
the bag.
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The inside of the bag has
a hidden pocket that is
made as part of the seam.
I love the way pockets like
these turn out, since they’re
hidden within a normal seam.
You start this one by lining up
one of your inner pocket pieces
to the bag bottom piece from
your lining. Match up the single
notches and the inner pocket
piece should be centered nicely
in the middle of the bag bottom
piece. Using a 3/8” seam allowance, begin sewing 5/8” in from
the edge of the pocket, and stop
sewing 5/8” before the other
edge. Iron the seam allowance
towards the pocket.
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Next we’re going to do the
same thing again, but this
time take your remaining
inner pocket piece and line
it up with your bag top lining
piece. Stick with the 3/8” seam
allowance as before, and also
start and stop 5/8” in from the
edges of the pocket piece as
before. Once again, iron the seam
allowances towards the pocket.
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Take the top and bottom sections
that you just sewed and line them
up together, matching the raw
edges from the pocket that extend
out. Sew them together along the
edge that joins the top to the bottom,
then pivot to go around the pocket in
between. When you finish, press the
seam allowance towards the bag bottom.
Repeat step 2 for the other side of the
lining, where you simply sew the bag top
to the bag bottom.
When you have all your sections done,
sew them together to create the main
body of your bag. Sew your main bag
front and back together along the sides
and bottom, leaving the top free for
turning the bag right side out. Repeat
this with your lining pieces, being sure
to leave the opening in the bottom for
turning it right side out.
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With the lining and outer
bag finished, next you’ll
be joining them together
along the top edge. Nestle
the main bag into the lining
with right sides together and line
up the top edge. Then sew the
layers together all around the
perimeter.
When you finish, turn the bag
right side out through the
opening in the lining that you left.
Tuck the lining back into the bag,
then even out the top edge and
press it firmly so it looks nice and
crisp.
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To keep it looking crisp,
you’ll want to edge stitch
around the top edge of
the bag all around the
perimeter to keep the lining
from peeking out.
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With this complete, you’ll want
to go back and close up the
opening left in the lining either
with a hand sewn ladder stitch
or a quick machine edge stitch.

Now to move onto the
straps! For my straps I
used a contrast fabric on
the inside as you can see,
but the concept is still the
same.
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Take two of your straps and line
up the raw edges with right sides
facing. Then sew the two pieces
together, being sure to leave an
opening along one side as the
pattern indicates. Trim the seam
allowances near the ends to
about ¼, and also clip the corners
so everything turns smoothly.
Turn the strap right side out
from the opening in the side.
Repeat this with the other strap
pieces to complete both straps!
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With both straps fully
turned inside out, you’ll
want to poke the corners
with a chopstick or similar
tool to make the corners stick
out nicely. Also turn under the
seam allowances in the opening
that you left along the side of
the strap. Then press the entire
strap so the edges are nice and
crisp.
To keep them looking crisp, you’ll
want to edge stitch around the
perimeter of the strap. This will
also close up the opening that
you left previously for turning the
strap right side out.
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All that’s left is to attach
the straps now! Line up
one end of your strap
with the one of the front
pattern guidelines found on
top of your bag. For that little
section where the strap overlaps,
you’ll want to sew around the
perimeter. Overlap the other end
of the strap with the remaining
guideline on the front of the bag,
being sure not to twist the strap
in the process. Repeat the same
procedure with the other strap
and the guidelines on the back of
the bag. Now go rock your new
robot pal because YOU’RE DONE!
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handle placement

A1 A2

B1 B2
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A1 A2

handle placement
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BAG TOP

Cut 2 from main fabric
Cut 2 from lining fabric
5/8” seam allowance

A3 A4

B3 B4

B5 B6

Cut 4 from main fabric
5/8” seam allowance

STRAPS
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Pg. 3/9

A3 A4

B1 B2
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C1 C2

applique placement

D1 D2

B3 B4
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C1 C2
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BAG BOTTOM

Cut 2 from main fabric
Cut 2 from lining fabric
5/8” seam allowance

opening for turning (lining only)

C3 C4

D3 D4

opening for turning
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B5 B6
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C3 C4

D5 D6

D1 D2
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ROBOT SHOULDER
APPLIQUE
Cut 2

ROBOT HEAD APPLIQUE
Cut 1

ROBOT ARMS
APPLIQUE
Cut 2

E1 E2

BOLT APPLIQUE
Cut 5

ROBOT BODY
APPLIQUE
Cut 1

ROBOT LEGS APPLIQUE
Cut 2

D3 D4
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E1 E2
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INNER POCKET
Cut 2 from lining fabric
5/8” seam allowance

E3 E4

E3 E4

D5 D6
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